
Will Smith refused to leave the
Oscars ceremony after attacking
comedian Chris Rock, the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences revealed Wednesday, as it began
disciplinary action against the mega star.
Smith could face expulsion from the
Academy for the open-handed slap, which
came moments before he was handed the
best actor award for his role in “King
Richard”-an announcement greeted with
cheers by the audience.

“While we would like to clarify that Mr
Smith was asked to leave the ceremony
and refused, we also recognize we could
have handled the situation differently,” a
statement said. The Academy, the body
that hands out the Oscars, said it would
hold a vote on what action should be taken
against Smith over the globally televised
assault, which marred Hollywood’s most
important evening.

“The Board of Governors today initiat-
ed disciplinary proceedings against Mr
Will Smith for violations of the Academy’s
Standards of Conduct, including inappro-
priate physical contact, abusive or threat-
ening behavior, and compromising the
integrity of the Academy,” the statement
said. “Mr Smith is being provided at least
15 days’ notice of a vote regarding his vio-
lations and sanctions, and the opportunity
to be heard beforehand by means of a
written response.

“At the next board meeting on April 18,
the Academy may take any disciplinary
action, which may include suspension,
expulsion, or other sanctions permitted
by the Bylaws and Standards of
Conduct.” The group is under intense
pressure to respond appropriately to the
slap, which has dominated coverage of
the glitzy awards and taken the spotlight
from several notable firsts-including for
the mainly deaf cast of “CODA,” who won
best picture.

Expulsion from the exclusive club is
rare, but not unheard of: Harvey
Weinstein was kicked out in 2017 after

reports emerged of decades of sexual
assault. Director Roman Polanski was
expelled in 2019 after years of controver-
sy about his 1978 conviction for the rape
of a 13-year-old girl. Neither man was
stripped of their Oscars.

Joke 
Attendees of the ceremony Sunday

watched agape as Smith stormed onstage
and hit Rock, who had cracked a joke

about his actress wife’s closely cropped
head. Jada Pinkett Smith has alopecia, a
condition that causes her to lose hair. Rock
managed to keep the gala on track, but the
atmosphere at the event had shifted
unmistakably. Less than half an hour later,
when accepting the movie world’s highest
honor for an actor, Smith tearfully claimed:
“Love will make you do crazy things.”

The star of “Men in Black” and
“Aladdin” subsequently apologized to

Rock in an Instagram post, and Pinkett
Smith posted on the platform that now was
“a season for healing.” Rock finally spoke
publicly about the episode to a sold-out
crowd in Boston on Wednesday. “How was
your weekend?” he asked the audience as
he took to the stage, before adding that he
didn’t have any material about the slap.

“If you came to hear that, I have a
whole show I wrote before this weekend,”
Variety reported him saying. “I’m still kind
of processing what happened. “At some
point I’ll talk about that,” he added. “And it
will be serious and funny.” In its
Wednesday statement, the Academy
offered its apologies to Rock over the
“deeply shocking, traumatic event.” “Mr
Rock, we apologize to you for what you
experienced on our stage and thank you
for your resilience in that moment,” the
Academy said.

‘Traumatized’ 
Oscars’ co-host Wanda Sykes, one of

three women whose turn at the helm of the
show has been widely praised, revealed
Wednesday she felt sick after the attack
and thought Smith should have been eject-
ed. “It was sickening. It was absolutely-I
physically felt ill, and I’m still a little trau-
matized by it,” she told talk show host
Ellen DeGeneres. “And for them to let
(Smith) stay in that room and enjoy the
rest of the show and accept his award, I
was like, ‘How gross is this?’ This sends the
wrong message.

“If you assault somebody, you get
escorted out the building and that’s it. But
for them to let him continue, I thought it
was gross,” she said. She also told
DeGeneres that she had spoken to Rock
after the show. “The first thing he said is,
‘I’m so sorry.’ I was like, ‘Why are you
apologizing?’ He was like, ‘It was sup-
posed to be your night. “‘You and Amy
(Schumer) and Regina (Hall) were doing
such a great job. I’m so sorry this is now
gonna be about this,’” Sykes said Rock
told her. —AFP
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In this file photo Actor Bruce Willis arrives for the Library of Congress Gershwin
Prize Honoree’s Tribute Concert in Washington, DC. —AFP

Action hero Bruce Willis, star of the
“Die Hard” franchise, is to retire from
acting after developing a cognitive

illness, his family announced Wednesday. A
post on Instagram said Willis had aphasia—
a language disorder that robs people of
their ability to communicate.  “Bruce has
been experiencing some health issues and
has recently been diagnosed with aphasia,
which is impacting his cognitive abilities,”
read the post. “As a result of this and with
much consideration Bruce is stepping away
from the career that has meant so much to
him.” Aphasia is typically caused by a stroke
or head injury—though in more rare cases
can come on gradually and progressively. 

The condition affects a person’s ability not
just to speak and understand verbal commu-
nication but also their reading and writing.
The Los Angeles Times reported that ques-
tions about Willis’s short-term memory have
recently circulated. The paper noted that he

was not at the Oscars on Sunday when sever-
al other stars of “Pulp Fiction,” including
Samuel L. Jackson, Uma Thurman and John
Travolta, took to the stage.

Willis has been a fixture on the small and
large screen since the 1980s, coming to
public prominence in the TV series
“Moonlighting.” But it was as hard-bitten
hero John McClane in “Die Hard” that he
became a bankable major star of the cine-
ma, sparking a career that has generated
billions of dollars of box office receipts.
Willis, who this month turned 67, provided
the voice for the baby in popular family
flick “Look Who’s Talking.”  Another of his
best-known roles was as the dead person
that child actor Haley Joel Osment could
see in “The Sixth Sense.”

Willis won a Golden Globe and two
Emmys during his career, but last weekend
was the recipient of a far-less welcome
honor—a specially devised category in the

Razzies for “Worst Performance by Bruce
Willis in a 2021 Movie.” The Instagram post
announcing the news of his retirement is
signed by Willis’ current wife, Emma
Heming Willis, as well as former wife,
actress Demi Moore, and his children
Rumer, Scout, Tallulah, Mabel and Evelyn.

“This is a really challenging time for our
family and we are so appreciative of your
continued love, compassion and support,” it
adds.  “We are moving through this as a
strong family unit, and wanted to bring his
fans in because we know how much he
means to you, as you do to him.  “As Bruce
always says, ‘Live it up’ and together we
plan to do just that.” Reaction was swift
from fellow stars. Jamie Lee Curtis wrote:
“grace and guts! Love to you all”, while
Cindy Crawford posted an emoji of praying
hands. Actress and former co-star Elizabeth
Perkins wrote: “Sending so much love to
you all.”—AFP

The news that film star Bruce
Willis has retired from acting
due to aphasia has shone a

spotlight on the poorly understood
communication disorder. Here’s
what you should know.

What is aphasia? 
“Aphasia just means that some-

one has a problem with language
that they weren’t born with,” Hugo
Botha, a neurologist at Mayo Clinic
in Minnesota explained. The most
common cause is stroke or head
injury-and experts stress that while
it can affect the production and
comprehension of both speech and
written words, it normally doesn’t
impact intelligence. It affects some
two million Americans, according to
the National Aphasia Association,
making it more common than
Parkinson’s Disease, cerebral palsy
or muscular dystrophy. A 2016 sur-
vey carried out by the same group
found that fewer than nine percent
of people knew what was.

While it’s normally caused by a
specific one-time event such as
stroke, “there are other possibili-
ties, such as from a neurodegenera-
tive disease,” or a growing tumor,
explained Brenda Rapp, a cognitive
scientist at Johns Hopkins
University. In such cases the dam-
age is progressive and therapy
focuses on preventing further loss
of function. Willis’ family did not
share the cause of his diagnosis in
their statement.

What are the different forms? 
The brain system governing lan-

guage is a “very complex machine”
that involves selecting the right
words, moving the mouth appropri-
ately to vocalize them, and on the
other end hearing and decoding
their meaning, said Rapp. Everyone
occasionally struggles to find the
right word, “but you could imagine
in aphasia, this happens a lot,” she
added. Doctors sometimes split
aphasia into broad clinical cate-
gories which correlate to where in
the brain injury occurred.

In expressive aphasia, people
“usually understand fairly well but
have trouble getting words out,”
said speech pathologist Brooke
Hatfield, of the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association
(ASHA). A person with this type of
aphasia might use simple sentences
like “want food” to be understood.
In receptive aphasia “the words
come easily, but they might not be
the right words. And it’s difficult for
that person to understand what
they’re hearing,” added Hatfield.
Global aphasia has components of
expressive and receptive.

Speech therapy 
The good news, says Hatfield, is

people can improve over the long
term. “There are people who had
their stroke 30 years ago, who still
work at their language and commu-
nication and they still make gains.”
The brain is extremely plastic, and
speech therapy can engage other
parts of it to “bypass the road-
blocks” of the damaged areas, and
forge new connections, said Rapp.
Such therapy also teaches people
to talk around the subject if they
get stuck on a specific word.

Family members can also devel-
op strategies to make themselves
better understood: “Things like
shorter sentences, and making sure
that you’re talking to the person in
full view instead of the other room,
and minimizing background noise,”
said Botha. Some people do well
with assistive devices because their
ability to write isn’t affected in the
same way.

Over the horizon, there are
experimental treatments that com-
bine electrical stimulation of the
brain with speech therapy that have
shown promise in recovering func-
tion, said Rapp. In the case of pro-
gressive aphasia, developing drugs
that target the build up of protein
plaques and tangles in the brain
that cause neurodegenerative dis-
ease are thought to be the way for-
ward.

Bottom line 
All the experts emphasized

patience. Aphasia can be frustrat-
ing and isolating, because “our
relationships with others depend so
much on being able to talk to them
and communicate with them,” said
Rapp, leading to a person or their
caregivers withdrawing. “It’s similar
to all of a sudden waking up in a
country where you don’t speak the
language,” said Hatfield, rather than
a change in underlying cognitive
abilities —AFP

In this file photo actor Bruce Willis
attends the premiere of Universal
Pictures’ “Glass” at SVA Theatre in
New York City. —AFP

In this file photo an Oscar statue is seen
near the red carpet area ahead of the
Oscars Award show at the Dolby Theater on
Hollywood Boulevard in Los Angeles,
California. —AFP

US actor Chris Rock speaks onstage during
the 94th Oscars at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood, California. —AFP

In this file photo Russian opera soprano singer Anna
Netrebko performs during the 27th annual Victoires
de la musique classique (Classical music award) cer-
emony at the l’Arsenal de Metz, in Metz, northeastern
France.—AFP 

Comedian Chris Rock broke his
silence on Will Smith slapping him
at the Oscars ceremony during a

stand-up show in Boston Wednesday, the
trade publication Variety reported. When
Rock took the stage of the sold-out
show, he started by asking the audience,
“How was your weekend?” His opener
brought a wave of laughter. But he then
said he did not have any jokes about the
slap because he was “still kind of pro-
cessing what happened,” according to
Variety.

“At some point I’ll talk about that... and
it will be serious and funny,” he added.

Attendees of the ceremony Sunday
watched agape as Smith stormed onstage
and hit Rock, who had cracked a joke
about his actress wife’s closely cropped
hairstyle. Jada Pinkett Smith has alopecia,
a condition that causes her to lose hair.
The audience was initially unsure if the
powerful slap was part of a skit, until
Smith shouted profanities from his seat.
Rock managed to keep the gala on track,
but the atmosphere at the event had shift-
ed unmistakably. Smith subsequently apol-
ogized to Rock in an Instagram post, and
Pinkett Smith posted on the platform that
now was “a season for healing.” —AFP

Russian superstar soprano Anna Netrebko on
Wednesday condemned the war in Ukraine and
said she would return to the stage after cancel-

ing concerts in the wake of criticism that she was close
to the Kremlin. As many Russian artists face pressure
to publicly denounce Putin’s invasion or risk losing
their engagements, Netrebko-one of the world’s best-
known opera singers-said on Facebook that she want-
ed to set the record straight and did not support
President Vladimir Putin.

“I expressly condemn the war against Ukraine and
my thoughts are with the victims of this war and their
families,” she wrote. Netrebko, 50, said she was “nei-
ther a member of a political party nor am I linked to
any leader of Russia”, and admitted that she “recog-
nizes and regrets that my actions and statements in the
past could in part be misconstrued”. Netrebko, who
has voiced pro-Kremlin views over the years, and in

2014 posed with a rebel flag in the contested Donetsk
region, said she had met Putin “only a handful of times,
mainly to accept awards for my art or at the opening of
the Olympic Games”.

The singer said she had “never received financial
support from the Russian government” and lives in
Austria “which is also my tax home”. “I love my home-
land Russia,” Netrebko said, adding that she “aimed
only to foster peace and unity with my art”. Netrebko’s
website lists upcoming appearances in Paris on May
25, Milan on May 27 and Luzerne on June 5.

But the Metropolitan Opera in New York said it was
not ready to revisit Netrebko’s status. “Having read
Anna’s statement, we’re not prepared to change our
position,” said a statement from Met General Manager
Peter Gelb. “If Anna demonstrates that she has truly and
completely disassociated herself from Putin over the
long-term, I would be willing to have a conversation.”

In the immediate wake of the Russian invasion,
Netrebko said she was opposed to the war, but
stopped short of directly criticizing Putin-something
her latest statement also avoided. On March 3, the Met
said Netrebko withdrew from upcoming New York
performances for “not complying with the Met’s condi-
tion that she repudiate her public support for Vladimir
Putin while he wages war on Ukraine.” Russian con-
ductor and Kremlin loyalist, Valery Gergiev-also the
man who discovered Netrebko-was last month
stripped of his role at the Munich Philharmonic and
declared persona non grata at several prestigious con-
cert halls for failing to criticise Putin.

Other Russian stars have been vocal in their oppo-
sition to the war. Prima ballerina Olga Smirnova last
week quit the Bolshoi in Moscow to join the Dutch
National Ballet, after saying she was against the war
“with all the fibres of my soul”. —AFP


